The present study aims to investigate and classify individual investors' objectives and strategies in the Tehran
Introduction
This article investigates whether investors in the Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) have different characteristics; it also aims to identify the specific objectives they have for making investments, the investment strategies they choose, and how these factors affect the performance of their investment. According to Graham et al. (2009) , a range of investor characteristics, strategies, and objectives can be explained by identifying these factors; and an appropriate investment performance can be achieved by providing a proper model. Statman (2002) argued that the principles of behavioral portfolio management focus on the fact that behavioral preferences play an important role in the selection of an investment portfolio. Selection of each investor's portfolio, and thus their performance, is affected by traits, such as wishes, hopes, fears and a narrow framing in transactional decision-making. Browning and Cross-ley (2001) concluded that, due to the impact of different investment options, it is important to understand how investors are different in terms of the decisions they make, the processes that lead to those decisions, and the investment performance results they achieve in relation to their individual objectives and strategies. Muralidhar (2016) argued that, due to the use of behavioral-financial and Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), investors' objectives and priorities are not considered to be the main reasons for saving and investing. Furthermore, Lee et al. (2008) argued that recent studies have not utilized the differences between the types of investment objectives to explain the reasons for investors' decisions or investment performance. Jain et al. (2015) found that individual investor often make irrational investment decisions and deliver a poor performance due to behavioral mistakes such as disposition effects, mental accounting, investors' overconfidence, representativeness, narrow framing, aversion to ambiguity, anchoring, availability bias, and regret aversion.
There are different groups of individual and institutional investors whose behaviors are not rational and who pursue specific objectives. While risk-averse individuals aim to achieve reliable efficiency, risk takers probably aim for high efficiency (Shefrin & Statman, 2000) . Heckman (2001) suggested that the impact of unobservable variables, such as investors' priorities and opinions, should be determined in order to understand the investors' choices and behaviors in financial markets. The recognition of individual differences can aid in understanding the underlying causes of behavioral disorders. Imperceptible differences at the individual level may help in understanding the reasons for behavioral abnormalities in people, and it can be used to explain possible investor strategies and objectives within a range of individual characteristics. However, the personality differences of investors have not yet been used to explain investors' performance (Pennings & Garcia, 2010) . After the study conducted by Lewellen, Lease, and Schlarbaum (1980) , Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) offered a new approach to examining investors' objectives and how those impact investors' performance. Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) classified investment analysis strategies as fundamental, technical, and intuitive strategies; they classified the investment objectives into five groups: capital growth, building a financial buffer, saving for retirement, investing as a hobby, and speculation.
Focusing on different investor characteristics and their investment behaviors, this present research study seeks to answer the following questions: a) what are the differences among investors in terms of their overall investment objectives and their investment behaviors (risk appetite, overconfidence)? b) What investment strategies do they adopt? c) Are the return on investment strategies they use significantly different from each other? Based on the work of Hoffmann, Shefrin (2014) and Lewellen et al. (1980) , we developed hypotheses to understand the investors' motivations, the type of investment strategies they selected, and the ways in which they operate based on their characteristics and desired objectives. However, the main limitation of this study is the number of brokerage firms and the number of trading accounts that each investor can have in any number of brokerage firms. Accordingly, we were faced with a problem when evaluating the performance of individual investors' returns. In this present study, some of the hypotheses were based on the empirical results reported in previous studies (Hoffmann & Shefrin, 2011; Kahneman et al., 1991; Lepin & Salberg, 2015) . Therefore, the research hypotheses about individual investors' overconfidence, risk appetite, and aspiration levels are:
Investors that use fundamental analysis have higher overconfidence than other investors.
H 2 : Investors that use fundamental analysis have a lower appetite for risk than other investors.
H 3 : Investors that use fundamental analysis have higher aspiration levels than other investors.
According to Hoffmann et al. (2010) , Lopes (1987) , and Shefrin and Statman (2000) , based on the correlation between the objectives and the characteristics of individual investors, the following hypothesis is assumed:
There is a significant correlation between the objective of speculation and the investor's aspiration level.
In addition, based Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) and Jain et al. (2015) , the following hypotheses have been added to assess the selection of investment strategy:
Investors with a capital growth objective prefer to use the fundamental strategy rather than the other strategies.
H 6 : Investors with the objective of building a financial buffer prefer to use the fundamental strategy rather than the other strategies.
Finally, according to Hoffmann et al. (2010) and Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) , to evaluate the investors' performance, the following hypothesis is assumed:
The average return on individual investment strategies is similar to the return on market strategies.
In this present study, the investment objectives and strategies are examined and classified using a sample of 343 individual investors in the Tehran Stock Exchange. Furthermore, the correlation of these objectives and strategies with investors' performance is tested on the basis of behavioral characteristics, such as risk appetite, aspiration level, and overconfidence. Portfolios based on investment strategy are used to evaluate and compare the individual investors' return on investment strategies with the market return. The results of this research, which is consistent with the study conducted by Hoffman et al. (2010) , indicate that there is a significant, strong correlation between aspiration level and risk appetite and the capital growth objective. Furthermore, investors that use technical strategies have higher aspiration levels and a higher risk appetite than investors that use fundamental and intuitive strategies. There is a positive significant correlation between investors' overconfidence in the capital growth objective and building a financial buffer, but contrary to the findings reported by Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) , the results of this present study indicate that the average return on technical investment is lower than the average return on performance when investors use the fundamental strategy. This paper is organized as follows. The literature review discusses some of the related studies on individual investors' characteristics, objectives, and strategies, including an analysis of fundamental, technical, and intuition strategies. This paper also addresses the impact that investors' characteristics and objectives have on various types of investors. Then, the data pertaining to the results of a behavioral questionnaire and market data, such as stock returns, are presented. After that, the basic grounds for the examinations and inferences are discussed. Finally, the results are explicated and conclusions are drawn.
Literature Review
Decision-making is done based on a series of restrictions that may question the concept of rational choice. These restrictions may be external or they may originate from internal investment bias (Simon, 1955) . Graham et al. (2009) have found that we have a limited understanding of the relationship between investors' decisions, the processes that lead to these decisions, and the investment performance because existing studies have either only examined a part of this relationship using socio-demographic variables, such as gender and age, or trade channels, such as psychological underlying processes and the drivers of investor decisions. In this regard, the behavioral portfolio theory explains why some of investors simultaneously buy bonds and lottery tickets by examining several reasons why they do so (for example, avoiding poverty in retirement and the potential to make money) as well as some of their aspirations (Statman, 2002) . Establishing the relationship between behavioral components and investment performance, the experimental research by Hoffmann et al. (2010) combines the survey responses of individual investors with their transactional records to integrate a set of diverse data at a wide interval. This survey directly measures inves-tors' characteristics, such as their investment objectives and strategies, which are normally invisible.
Individual investor characteristics and objectives
An investor's objectives are based on the investor's priorities. An investor's aspiration level plays an important role in those objectives. The correlation between investor objectives and their impact on investment in uncertainty conditions are defined according to Lopes' (1987) two-factor theory of risky choice. The first factor is associated with building a financial buffer, and the second factor is related to aspiration level. Aspiration levels vary in different people (Shefrin & Statman, 2000) . Lopes (1987) argued that some people are motivated only by their desire to have a financial buffer and other people are only motivated by the possibility of earning a high return; however, both lower and higher motivation existed in all the subjects that participated in that study. Most people have a passion for making money, but the rate of wealth, which they define as being wealthy, is different. Shefrin and Statman (2000) and Lopes (1987) argued that behavioral investors build their portfolio in the form of a layered pyramid in which each layer is designed to fulfill a specific purpose and to prioritize against possible risk. Furthermore, according to Lepin and Salberg (2015) , investors select their portfolios to be consistent with their aspiration levels, and they consider their portfolios in pyramidshaped assets based on behavioral theory. In this regard, the low-risk tools are placed at the bottom of the pyramid, and the high-risk tools are placed at the top of the pyramid. The bottom layer indicates the desire to build a financial buffer, and the top layer contains the high-risk assets and the ability to acquire higher returns. According to Diecidue, van de Ven, and Weitzel (2008) , the aspiration level is correlated with the results of financial decision-making; they have concluded that, in accordance with the aspiration level, the investment decision maker not only pays attention to risky projects, but also to the possibility of success and failure while being faced with financial decisions. Nabavi and Heydari (2014) utilized Merton's Anomie Theory to construct and validate a criterion to measure aspiration level, perceived opportunity, and the gap between them. Grable and Lytton (1999) explored conceptual, methodological, and empirical issues related to the development of a financial risk-tolerance assessment instrument. They found that financial risk tolerance is a significant factor in financial decisions; however, very few recognized, valid, and reliable assessment methods are available for use by financial service providers and educators. According to Barber and Odean (2001) , overconfidence impacts the investors' ideas and beliefs and helps explain why some of investors are too optimistic and have forecasts that are too ambitious. According to Kahneman et al. (1991) , if investors have enough confidence in their stock selection skills to be less regretful in the future, they will achieve high performance from their portfolios and make more ambitious forecasts, and they can make unbiased decisions. In a research study on online traders, Hoffmann and Shefrin (2011) compared the information drawn from transaction records of all clients and questionnaire data obtained for a sample of clients of the largest online broker in The Netherlands. They found that the investors' portfolio decisions are significantly affected by their overconfidence, and this leads to an understanding of the merit, speculation, and level of risk appetite.
Individual investor strategies
Numerous studies have examined the application of investment strategies in most of the organized stock markets around the world. According to most of these studies, returns on securities can be increased by using specific trading strategies (Jain et al., 2015) . Investors apply different strategies for making their transactions. Fundamental and technical analysis strategies are two types of analyses that dominate the literature on the stock market; and investors that do not use these two strategies are either investors that lack knowledge about investment analysis or investors that make decisions on the basis of intuitive judgments (Murphy, 1999) .
Fundamental analysis
The fundamental analysis approach essentially pays attention to the intrinsic value of a stock. This approach analyzes information obtained from financial statements, including the dividend, the sales growth, and the ability to increase a company's earnings, as well as external factors, such as environmental, economic, and industrial analyses (Reilly & Brown, 2011) . Piotroski (2000) provided a model in which companies are ranked based on fundamental variables, such as profitability ratios, leverage, and operational efficiency. In this model, the rank of each company is defined based on fundamental financial variables. Mohanram (2005) studied the financial fundamental variables of Bursa Malaysia. According to the research results, companies with a high basic rank had greater returns, while those with a lower rank had lower returns. Using univariate analysis, Altman (1983) selected five out of 22 financial ratios as indices for measuring the financial health of companies. In this model, a score is calculated for each company based on five fundamental variables derived from combined financial ratios, and the resulting score refers to the level of a company's financial health. Wafi et al. (2015) have found that, in order to estimate the fair (intrinsic) value of shares, they used valuation models by fundamental analysts in stock markets; these analysts use information of current and future earnings of the company to evaluate the fair value and then compare it to the market value to determine whether it would be a viable investment. Given the complexity and importance of common stock valuation, so there are many techniques (Reilly and Brown, 2002) , such as Dividend Discount Models (DDM), Discounted Cash Flow Models (DCFM), and Residual Income Valuation Model (RI). Wafi et al. (2015) find that it is difficult to use both DDM, and DCFM, because of the difficulty in calculating the Terminal Value (V) for future periods extending to the next three, so the best models to predict stock prices in those markets, are the models that rely on financial ratios. Ghodrati and Moghaddam (2012) investigated the prediction power of Altman and Ohlson models in predicting bankruptcy of listed companies in Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE). They examined accuracy of Altman and Ohlson models in TSE. They found that in 90% confidence level z-score model have acceptable prediction powers in Companies listed in TSE (Ahmadi et al., 2012) .
Technical analysis
Technical analysis forecasts future price changes by examining past prices and the volume of transactions. Technical analyses focus on the use of geometric and mathematical diagrams and equations to obtain the stock price (Murphy, 1999) . According to Shefrin and Hoffmann (2014) , investors that rely on technical analysis only investigate stock price changes; those investors believe that the historical information and data refer to the future price rise of goods and stocks. Sweeney (1988) concluded that the technical strategy can lead to profitable results by applying filter rules and moving average rules. According Hoffman and Shefrin (2014) , individual technical investors make decisions based on guesses about shortterm changes in the stock exchange; they have portfolios with a high turnover, they accept high risk, they are more involved in trading options, and they earn lower returns.
Intuitive method
Intuitive behavior refers to behavior and decisions based on past experience and documentation. In the intuitive method, a series of rules of thumb are used to facilitate the decision-making process, and the human mind uses these rules to solve complex issues (Cimpian & Salomon, 2014) . The exact calculation of utility requires full knowledge of the calculation of all returns and accurate management of the portfolio. Therefore, investors that do not make decisions based on financial and investment knowledge utilize an experimental method (in-tuitive method) that focuses on past experience and reasoning to estimate the ultimate costs and earnings (Hoffmann et al., 2011) . Herding behavior is observed in the financial markets in different developed and developing countries. In addition to individual investors, decisionmaking mistakes are seen in corporate executives. According to research that examined German firms, managers made intuitive mistakes in their investment decisions (Kotof, 2013) .
A Brief Introduction to Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) and Individual Investors
Emphasizing the attractiveness of investment in Iran, the McKinsey Global Institute (2016) concluded that Iran has the potential of adding a trillion US dollars to its gross domestic product (GDP) and creating 9 million new jobs by 2035. According to this report, this is equivalent to an annual economic growth rate of 6.3%, and it is predicted that this rate will gradually increase over the next two decades. This type of growth requires the investment of about 3.5 trillion US dollars; and it increases the global GDP by more than 1%. According to Mehrani et al. (2016) , TSE has 62% institutional shareholders and 38% individual shareholders. Furthermore, the population of Iran is now more than 80 million; and more than 6 million active stock codes have been registered in brokerage firms. The investors' average age is 27.8 years; and the average return on TSE was about 37% from 2008 to 2014.
According to domestic research on Iran stock exchange behavior, 40% of investors adopt herding behavior and 33% apply an analytical process to their investment behavior and their decisions to buy and sell stocks. Furthermore, about 22% of their reactive behavior and about 5% of their decisions to buy and sell shares are intuitive (Vakilifard et al., 2013) . According to Heybati et al. (2010) , investors are trying to invest their savings in the capital market in order to achieve the greatest return. The investors' objective of investment is to maximize their wealth through stock analysis and selection using fundamental and technical analyses. In a study on the correlation between managers' overconfidence and investment and fund performance, Ghalibafasl et al. (2013) found that there is a significant direct correlation between investment managers' overconfidence and risk, but an inverse correlation with returns.
Research Methods

Data and sample
This study used two sets of data. First, it used an investors' questionnaire, which was designed based on the study by Hoffmann et al (2010) , to collect data on the investors' characteristics and their investment objectives and strategies. Second, data comparing individual investors' strategies with market strategies of real data in TSE was also analyzed. In the first step, a questionnaire was used to collect data from TSE brokerage firms (10 brokerage firms). The list of active and domestic real customers is available from each brokerage firm. Based on Krejcie and Morgan (1970) guidelines a sample size of 384 samples is required in a study; we distributed questionnaires to a total of 1150 participants at the 10 brokerage firms. As shown in Table 1 , the questionnaire is classified into five main groups of questions, and the questions for each group were obtained from reliable sources such as Hoffmann et al. (2010) . The questionnaire was designed in Google Docs, and it was sent to the participants via email at the beginning of December 2014. Of those, a total of 343 electronic questionnaires (30%) were collected at the end of March 2015.
In the second step, the data from the second capital market group was compared with data from the fundamental, technical, and intuition groups to construct a portfolio scenario in order to evaluate and compare the individual investors' performance with actual market returns. Investors select stock with a desired investment objective based on a selected investment strategy. For instance, an investor that uses a fundamental strategy tries to find stocks with stronger fundamental properties to buy and sell in the stock market, but an investor that uses a technical strategy tries to find stocks that have appropriate technical features in order to enter The first group refers to the investment objectives of capital growth, building a financial buffer, investing as a hobby, saving for retirement, and speculation. The second group refers to the investors' selected strategies based on fundamental, technical, and intuition analyses. The third group refers to the investors' behavior characteristics, risk appetite. The fourth group refers to the investors' behavioral characteristics, aspiration levels, and the last group refers to the investors' behavior characteristics, overconfidence. 
Characteristics:
Overconfidence Market data: market data is classified and scenario-making is done for them using the technical analysis filter.
Fundamental analysis
• Questionnaire 1: My main investment strategy is fundamental analysis • Questionnaire 2: I try to analyze the characteristics of a company in order to estimate its value Market data: market data is classified and scenario-making is done for them using Altman's model.
Intuition
• Questionnaire 1: My main investment strategy is intuition • Questionnaire 2: I try to consider advice from my friends and other available information Market data: market data is classified and scenario-making is done for them using the turnover filter.
Investment objectives:
Saving for retirement 
Capital growth
Note: this table categorizes the research variables into traits, characteristics, investment objectives, and strategies. Self-reported in the questionnaire on a scale ranging from 1 = for lower score to 5= higher score.
and invest in the stock exchange. Data was collected for a five-year period from April 2010 to March 2015, and the data covers all of the 450 companies listed on the TSE. The statistical samples are quarterly (three months) returns. Monthly return is obtained from calculated the daily return (R it ), the received dividend per share (DPS), and the preferred stock. The additional return of market is calculated based on the difference between the mean total return of the statistical samples or R m,t from the monthly market return. Table  2 shows the main research variables in specific categories. These variables are categorized as follows: traits, characteristics, investment objectives, and strategies.
Methodology
This study uses the Friedman test to rank the investment strategies and objectives. Furthermore, it applies the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) to examine the normality of the main research variables (overconfidence, risk appetite, and aspiration level). A one sample T-test is used to test the mean sample in order to determine the extent to which the mean sample is higher or lower than a constant value.
This study uses one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test H 1 to H 3 and to determine the existence or lack of difference between the mean overconfidence, risk appetite, and aspiration level and investment strategies. After determining the difference between the means of the groups, Fisher's least significant difference method (LSD) is used to determine if the groups are significantly different. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is used to test H 4 and to identify the correlations between the investors' characteristics and their objectives.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to test H 5 and H 6 and to determine the existence or lack of difference between the mean investment objectives and strategies, and then Fisher's LSD is also used to determine if these are significantly different. To test H 7 , we first measured and evaluated the values of the returns, risk, and coefficient of variation (CV) for the market portfolio as a proxy and also for the investment portfolio information. Finally, the constructed portfolio is used to evaluate the performance of each of the investment and market strategies. A one-sample T-test is also used to examine the mean risk and return of the study population.
Constructed Portfolio Strategy
In this research study, fundamental data obtained from the financial statements (Model 1), data obtained from the technical analysis (Model 2), and data obtained from using the intuition strategy (Model 3) were extracted from shares of companies listed on the TSE. We created a scenario of capital market investment strategies, extracted the risk and return, and eventually evaluated the performance of each investment strategy. For a better estimate between the return on individual investors and the real simulated market data, stock prices in the first quarter are associated with a high risk portfolio, and the stock prices in the fourth quarter are associated with a low risk portfolio.
Model 1: Fundamental Portfolio
Altman's model (1983) was utilized to create the portfolios of companies that use the fundamental strategy. This model identifies stocks that were chosen based on good fundamental strategies and that have high financial strength as follows:
Where: X 1 : Net working capital to asset ratio X 2 : Retained earnings to asset ratio X 3 : Operating income to asset ratio X 4 : Market value of securities to debt ratio X 5 : Sales to asset ratio Z is introduced as follows. According to Altman's model (1983) , if z<1.81, the fundamental situation is weak; if 1.81≥z≥2.99, the fundamental situation is moderate, and if z≤2.99, the fundamental variables are strong and their financial health is high. The present research study selected a Z value range greater than 1.81 for stock selection with a moderate to high fundamental situation after extraction of threemonth inter-period data from stock companies from April 2010 to March 2015, and the calculations were based on Altman's model.
Model 2: Technical Portfolio
Common indicators of technical analysis were selected for filtering in order to construct a technical portfolio. This method was evaluated and approved by a group of technical investment professionals and 20 technical experts. The portfolio selection filter is written as follows:
TEMA is the Triple Exponential Moving Average, CCI is the Commodity Channel Index, StochK is the Stochastic Oscillator, MA is the Moving Average, and RSI is the Relative Strength Index.
Technical stock is purchased at the beginning of period if the following conditions are true: 1. If "TEMA Close 5 days" is higher than "MA Close 5 days", and crosses it. 2. If the 14-day RSI can cross the 30-day RSI, and it is also higher than the 30-day RSI (RSI 14 days > 30 day). 3. If the 14-day CCI crosses the 100-day CCI (CCI 14 days: Cross CCI 100 days). 4. If StochK (15 days) < StochK (30 days) 5. If the stock day turnover is higher than the 15-day moving average.
If these five conditions are observed as the filter for technical stock selection, then 50 top shares are purchased at the beginning of the period and sold at the end of three months. This process is repeated for the entire period.
Model 3: Intuition Portfolio
The turnover ratio of traded stocks is used to extract data for the intuition portfolio. A stock with high turnover indicates that the investors use intuitive strategies to buy that share. The turnover ratio is calculated for the total market share, and 50 shares with a high turnover are selected. The turnover ratio is found by dividing the volume of the traded shares with their stock market value.
Results and Discussions
Data Description
In this study, Cronbach's alpha value equal to 87.9% was obtained for the reliability of questionnaire, so the reliability of all the questions is acceptable. As shown in Table 3 , Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics are 29%, 27%, and 4% for overconfidence, aspiration level, and risk aversion, respectively; and the variable behavior is normal at a significance level of 5%.
According to the results of the descriptive statistics, 80% of the respondents are male and 20% are female. In terms of age, 14% of the respondents are older than 50 years; 29% range in age from 35 to 50 and 57% range in age from 20 to 35; this indicates that most of the study population consisted of young adults. The respondents' average age is 32 years; and more than 90% of them have a bachelor's degree or a higher educational degree, and more than 83% have experience working as an investor. According to the results, 53% of the investors use fundamental strategies; 28% use technical strategies; and 19% use intuitive strategies. Table 4 shows the rankings for the investment strategies and objectives using the Friedman test and mean ranks. According to the significance level of the Friedman test (0.000), the hypothesis about the equality of ranks among respondents and investors is rejected. Based on the mean ranks, the respondents gave the highest priority to the fundamental strategy (2.45), followed by the technical strategy (1.86), and finally the intuitive strategy (1.70). To prioritize the investment objectives according to their significant level (0.00) and to obtain the mean ranks (Table  4) , the highest priority and importance is allocated to the capital growth objectives (4.39), followed by building a financial buffer (3.42), saving for retirement (2.74), speculation (2.46), and finally investing as a hobby (1.99). Table 5 shows the results of the H 1 , H 2 , and H 3 tests. As seen, a significant difference was observed between the three different investment strategies (fundamental, technical, and intuition) in terms of investors' overconfidence (p-value=0.000). Furthermore, as shown in Table 6 , based on the results of the LSD test for H1 (p-value=0.962), there is no difference between overconfidence in investors that use a fundamental strategy and investors that use a technical strategy, but overconfidence in inves- tors that use both of those strategies is higher than the overconfidence of investors that use the intuition strategy (p-value=0.000).
Results
The risk appetite of investors that use the fundamental strategy is not higher than the risk appetite of investors that use the other two strategies, so H 2 is rejected. As the results of the LSD test show, there is a significant difference between the investors' risk appetite and different investment strategies ( p-value=0.013). As shown in Table 6 , the risk appetite of investors that use the fundamental strategy is lower than the risk appetite of investors that use the technical strategy (p-value=0.003).
The aspiration levels of investors that use the fundamental strategy are not higher than the aspirations of investors that use the other two strategies, so H 3 is also rejected. The study's findings show that there is no difference in the aspiration levels of investors that use different investment strategies ( p-value=0.028). Furthermore, based on the LSD test results, the aspiration levels (sig=0.003) of investors that use the fundamental strategy are lower than the aspiration levels of investors that use the technical strategy.
This finding is inconsistent with the results reported by Hoffmann et al. (2010) who observed that investors that use the fundamental analysis strategy have higher aspiration levels than investors that use the technical strategy; they also have a higher risk appetite and greater overconfidence. Therefore, at TSE: A. The overconfidence of individual investors that use fundamental and technical strategies is equal, but it is higher than the overconfidence of investors that use the intuitive strategy. B. Individual investors that use the technical strategy have a higher risk appetite and higher aspiration levels than investors that use the fundamental strategy.
Based on the values presented in Table 7 , there is a significant correlation between investor objectives and investor characteristics. The results indicate that there is a significant correlation between aspiration levels and the objective of speculation (p-value=0.000) for individual investors, thus supporting H 4 . Furthermore, the overall results of the tested investor objectives and investor characteristics indicate that all the investors that are active in the TSE have higher aspiration levels except for those with the investing as a hobby objective (p-value=0 .515) which does not show any significant correlation.
According to the results shown in Table 7 , overconfidence is higher in investors with objectives of building a financial buffer and capital growth. Investors with the objective of capital growth have higher risk appetite, overconfidence, and aspiration level than Investors with the other four objectives. This is consistent with Shefrin and Hoffmann's (2014) findings on the significant correlation between aspiration level and risk appetite. In general, the results of this test indicate that; A. There is a significant positive correlation between aspiration level and investment objec- tives (except for investing as a hobby) B. The investors with the capital growth objective have higher risk appetite, overconfidence, and aspiration levels than the other investors. C. Most of the investors with high overconfidence have capital growth and building financial buffer objectives.
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Based on the ANOVA results shown in Table  8 , the correlation between investor objectives and investor strategies for H 5 and H 6 is accepted, based on the obtained values for the f-statistic and significance level. The results indicate that the capital growth objective (p-value=0.016) and building a financial buffer objective (p-value=0 .017) have a significant correlation with investment strategies; but, the significant correlation is not proven between these variables for the other objectives.
According to the LSD test results presented in Table 9 , there is no significant correlation between the technical and fundamental strategies for the capital growth objective (p-value=0.112). However, in capital growth objectives, investors that use the fundamental strategy (p-value=0.004) and investors that use the technical strategy (p-value=0.042) chose more often than investors that use intuitive strategy. Therefore, H 5 under which the investors chose to use fundamental strategies with capital growth objectives is rejected.
The results also indicate that H 6 , under which the investors chose to use the fundamental strategy with the objective of building a financial buffer, is also rejected. According to the LSD test results presented in Table 9 , there is no significant difference between investors that use technical and fundamental strategies (p-value=0.063) for building a financial buffer. However, investors that use the intuitive strategy (p-value=0.005) chose building a financial buffer as an objective less often than the investors that use the technical strategy. The overall results are as follows: A. Technical and fundamental strategies do not have any significant difference in terms of Table 9 indicate which investment strategy has a stronger correlation with one investment objective in comparison to the other investment strategies. The values presented in this table refer to LSD statistics, and the values in parentheses refer to the significance level. For example, the mean technical strategy return is significantly different for investors with a capital growth objective than it is for investors that use the intuitive strategy. There is no significant difference between the investment objectives of speculation, saving for retirement, and investing as a hobby; thus, the LSD test was not conducted for those objectives.
selecting the capital growth objective and the building a financial buffer objective. B. Technical and fundamental analysts select the capital growth objective equally, but they select it more often than intuitive analysts. C. Technical and fundamental analysts select the building a financial buffer objective equally, but they select it more often than intuitive analysts.
The results presented in Table 10 show a comparison of the mean of 60 months of return, risk, and CV in technical, fundamental, and intuitive strategies in order to test H 7 . The average monthly return of the market is 3.7%, while the individual investors' average return is 2.9% when using the fundamental strategy, 2.8% when using the technical strategy, and 2.3% when using the intuition strategy. In all three strategies, the individual investors achieved less return than the average market return. According to the results, individual investors that used the fundamental strategy had a higher return than investors that used the technical and intuition strategies. This is consistent with the results reported by Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) .
The T-test results comparing the average risk and the monthly return with market return (Table 10) indicate that the fundamental investor's portfolio with -8.3% had the lowest mean deviation, and the average return of the intuition investor's portfolio (-19%) had the highest deviation from the return. According to the results of the average risk and monthly constructed portfolio return, the constructed fundamental portfolio with a deviation of 3.2% had the lowest return, and the technical portfolio with a deviation of 00% is similar to the market. However, the intuitive portfolio, which was selected based on widely-traded stocks, had a higher return (6.9%) than the average market return.
We concluded that the present study's findings are consistent with the results reported by Hoffman et al. (2010) , which indicated that there is a significant and strong correlation between aspiration level, risk appetite and capital growth objectives. Our results show that, investors who use technical strategies have higher aspiration levels and a higher risk appetite than investors that use fundamental and intuitive strategies. This result is inconsistent with Hoffmann et al. (2010) who observed that investors who use the fundamental analysis strategy have higher aspiration levels than technical investors. We find out that there is a positive significant correlation between investors' overconfidence in the capital growth objective and building a financial buffer. Finally, our findings are consistent with Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) that the average return on performance using the technical strategy is lower than the average return on performance using the fundamental strategy.
Conclusions
This study's results show that individual investors give the highest priority to using fundamental strategies for selecting stocks to buy and sell, followed by technical strategies, and least of all intuitive strategies. Furthermore, their main investment objectives are capital growth, building a financial buffer, saving for retirement, speculation, and, finally, investing as a hobby. Based on Hoffman et al. (2010) , there is a significant, strong correlation between aspiration level and risk appetite and capital growth objectives. The overconfidence behavior in the individual fundamentalist investor is equal to the overconfidence behavior of the technical investor. Contrary to Hoffmann and Shefrin (2010) , the scores for risk appetite and aspiration level were higher for technical investors than fundamental investors. The results of the performance evaluation indicate that fundamental investor's average return is better than technical investors, and this is consistent with the results reported by Hoffmann and Shefrin (2014) . This research concludes that active investors in the TSE have higher aspiration levels; and the investors that chose the capital growth objective have higher overconfidence, a higher risk appetite, and higher aspiration levels than other investors. Comparing the results of the constructed scenario model for capital market strategies in this research, we found that investors will be able to achieve a higher return than the average market return by using the intuitive strategy and investing in widely-traded stocks.
